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SALERNO

By Basil Gingell Representing the Combined British press*

'with the 5th Arraya

September 18,1943*

Early today German troops opposing' the British on the northern sector commenced

to -withdraw under a screen of mortar fire, while in the southern section of the Salerno

bridgehead there was also movement northwards with rearguard elements fighting around

Battipaglia,

The tobacco factory on high ground outside Battipaglia which was re-occupied

by the Germans yesterday was reinforced by parachute troops which were dropped in the

German lines and advanced as infantry.

The factory was heavily bombed by the invaders yesterday afternoon and the

building was still burning fiercely this afternoon, ground the heights above Salerno,
where the enemy has been offering bitter resistance in the battle for the passes that

provide the entrance to the Naples road, strongly dug-in pockets of German troops
exist on pimple Hill and Whitecross Hill and in the hills to tho east of the Vietri

gorge, but the troops from here are apparently concerned in the main with providing
cover while the principal forces withdraw*.

When the withdrawal started early today a large concentration of vehicles was

observed on the road* An artillery barrage was directed on to the columns.

To the east of Pimple Hill British patrols advanced for four kilometres without

contacting the enemy, While it is yet early to say that today* s movement presages a

general withdrawal there is no doubt that the Germans have only held their positions

in the last two or three days at considerable cost.

In their withdrawal comes more news of looting by the enemy of Italian food stocks,

and refugees from Rome and distant points north tell of certain Italian units joining

with the Germans, These ex-Italian soldiers who have thrown in their lot with the Nazis

wear swastikas on a band round their right arm. Reports are reaching; Salerno that in

certain cases Italian troops now co-operating with the Germans in Rome have fired on

Italian civilians who have anti-Nazi views. There appears little sign of Goman

activity in the Sorrento Peninsular, although yesterday some German tanks drove along
the coast route towards .Amalfi, The leading tank, however, crashed into a tank

obstacle erected by our troops and the following vehicle piled on top of it, .apart

from this there was no sign of the enemy in this area and the peninsular remains

generally a little backwater that the fighting, although so close, passes by.

Weather conditions in the immediate future are likely to affect considerably

the fighting around Salerno, for while the greater part of September is hot and

oppresive towards the end of the month and throughout October there is usually a

great deal or rain.

Anything in the nature of heavy rainfall in the hills around where the fighting

is now taking place would render the mountain tracks which even now can be

ascended with difficulty quite impassable, and would turn the low lying orchard

country into a veritable quagmire where heavy transport and guns be- bogged down
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